1. How does it work? Fill in the missing words and number the sentences in the correct order.

__ OK. _______ is water in it. What
do I do now?
__Yes, it works ______ that.
__ Well, you ______that bit in the
water. Then you ______ the handle
and the water goes in.
__How ______ this work?
__You push the __________ in and
the water comes out.

There
pull
like
handle

get
switch come
off
press
work can
turns
__ You press the ______and the doors go up. Now
you ______ the other switch and …
__Yes, Thimbo. And no one can _____ in. Now the
windows go up…
__ How does this________, Corvax?
__...The doors ________ down.
__ They’re for the video. This one _______ the
video on. And this one turns it ______.
__...And down! And no one _____ see us. What
are these?

2. Read the descriptions, guess who it is and write sentences as in the example.
Jack

Stuart
Mary

Liz

usually

today
1. __________ is not thin, has got short brown hair and big eyes, is wearing a red dress and
looks happy.
______ usually goes __________ by _____________, but today she is going __________ by
____________.
2. _________ has got short blond hair, is wearing red shorts, a yellow and green T-shirt and
looks very angry.
_______________________________________________________________________________________.
3. __________ has got red hair, is wearing a blue T-shirt, blue shorts and blue shoes, and
looks very friendly.
________________________________________________________________________________________.

3. Logic game
CorvaxSylviaBobMuzzymotorbikeboatpla
nespaceshipSouthEastNorth
Westfirstsecondthirdfourth

Amanda is lost again! Corvax, Sylvia, Bob and
Muzzy are looking for her. They take different
kinds of transport and go in different directions.
They have to meet again in the palace. Can you
guess who finds Amanda and where?
1. Corvax didn’t go by boat and he came after Bob.
2. When Muzzy came, there was no one there.
3. Sylvia didn’t go by motorbike.
4. Muzzy had the fastest kind of transport.
5. Bob saw a lot of water on his way.
6. Sylvia went east and Corvax went in the opposite
direction.
7. It is very cold where Bob went.
8. Sylvia saw only Muzzy when she came there.
9. The one who went by motorbike, found Amanda.

4. Ask questions for the following
answers.
I’ve got something for you.
_______________________________?
It’s a present.
__________________________________________
_________?
It’s small.
__________________________________________
_________?
It’s green and brown.
__________________________________________
_________?
No, it’s not. It’s not a book.
__________________________________________
_________?
Yes, it is. It’s an animal.
__________________________________________
_________?
No, it does not say anything.
__________________________________________
_________?
Yes, it does. It walks slowly.
__________________________________________

5. Answer the questions.
1. Who needed some food?
_________________________________________
______________
2. Whom did Amanda like more: Corvax
or Thimbo?
_________________________________________
___
3. What did Muzzy see with his box?
_________________________________________
_____________
4. Where was the house?
_________________________________________
_____________
5. How far was it from there?
_________________________________________
_____________
6. Did the box show which way to go?
_________________________________________
_____________
7. Was the way through the rocks wide
enough for the Queen?
_________________________________________
8. How did Muzzy help the Queen?
_________________________________________

